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Early Advert for Perforators    Bulletin 299 Page 18 
 
On the next two pages are two copies of adverts for S.A.Daniell sent in 
by MAURICE HARP. He received these from JOHN MATHEWS and 
the 1873 advert is the one mentioned in Bulletin 299. Maurice says that 
in 1877 there is no reference to a London address for S A Daniell in 
Kelly's. 
 
Town Directories Bulletin 300 Page 4 
 
From STEVE DUNDERDALE:- "In Bulletin No. 300, Dave Hill makes 
comment regarding Kelly's directories available on microfilm and the 
cost. I told a friend who is a Family Historian researcher and he supplied 
me with the name of a company who have some directories on CD's. I 
am sure many members have their own computer with a CD-ROM and 
may be interested as these are much cheaper than microfilm at £11-99+ 
p/p per CD. The enclosed copy of their range and the forthcoming titles 
list are mostly from the North of England but I still think it may be worth 
while to publish a note regarding them. 
 
The company may of course know of other firms who produce similar 
CD's, covering different parts of the country -1 have not pursued that line 
of enquiry at all. 
 
At the price, purchase by individual members for areas of interest to them 
is not too expensive, but would it be possible to purchase copies of 
selected editions for the Library? Not for general loan, but available to 
those members who are involved in research projects. I am sure they 
would be happier and more comfortable working at home. 
 
What would be the cost of producing the complete Gault Catalogue and 
other publications in CD form? I am sure the committee could investigate 
the possibility: it would really bring The Perfin Society into the 21st 
Century." 
 
After the two pages of S A Daniell adverts are listed a few of the CD's 
from the list. If you are interested in more information write or e-mail to:- 
Stepping Stones, 3 George St, York YO1 6JL or Email 
juddfgmjurison.freeserve .co.uk Web Page stepping-stones.co.uk 
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